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Abstract 

Keywords are a tool to help indexers and search engines find relevant papers. 

Unfortunately, authors use them wrong, unintentionally or to misleading readers into a 

non-related topic, promoting their articles by using non-representative keywords. 

Previous scholars (Ansari, 2005; Voorbij, 1998) exposed lack of consistence between 

abstracts, full-texts and keywords. This is an old but effective practice. An early 

investigation conducted by Schultz, Schultz and Orr on 1965 matched author keywords to 

document titles and to indexing terms appointed by subject matter experts, and found out 

the author supplied keywords matched more closely the terms used by subject matter 

experts than did the title terms (as cited in Kipp, 2011, p. 249). Fifty-five year after, Terra 

et al. (2020) suggest seven improvements to keyword parameterization. In fact, author 

keywords have received relatively little attention in the literature, according to Kipp 

(2007). Moreover, with the ever-increasing academic data available, finding relevant 

documents has become more challenging for regular users and library specialists. 

The purpose of this article is to generate theses keywords using NLP - Natural language 

processing techniques; NLP is a subfield of linguistics, computer science, and artificial 

intelligence, taking advance of big data, indexing data while removing human errors and 

costs (Moskovitch, Martins, Behiri, Weiss & Shahar 2007). 

Design/methodology/approach: A 95% sample population of 51.010 master theses 

population, from the institutional repository of the University of São Paulo, was extracted 

and selected, representing 48.501 records, then a thematic dictionary was created based 

on theses major area, subsequently generating the theses’ keywords established by the 

previous dictionary. 

Research limitations/implications: The effectiveness of information retrieval is highly 

dependent on the accurate and complete representation of document content and major 

area of the theses. 

Originality/value: Author keywords have received relatively little attention in the 

literature (as cited in Kipp, 2011). Not due to lack of importance for all stakeholders, but 

because of the complexity involved on the task and publisher lack of control. This paper 

highlights a new method to generate and control author keywords. 

Keywords: keyword indexation, NLP keywords, keyword extraction 

INTRODUCTION 

A keyword(s) is “a word or group of words, possibly in lexicographically standardized form, 

taken out of a title or of the text of a document characterizing its content and enabling its 

retrieval” (ISO norm 5963; 1985), and should be representations of a given text that allow 

readers to recognize its subject in advance (Rose et al., 2010). Keyword extraction methods 

have the purpose of generating or extracting representative keywords, best describing the 

subject of a document (Zhou et al., 2013; Litvak et al., 2011, Papagiannopoulou & Tsoumakas, 

2019), improving retrieval efficiency. As such effective keywords are a necessity, since keyword 

is the smallest unit which express meaning of entire document, many applications can take 

advantage of it such as automatic indexing, classification, clustering, filtering, cataloging, topic 

detection and tracking (Kaur & Gupta, 2010). 

Keyword assignment is a research topic designated to tag document with keywords and can be 

divided roughly into two categories: keyword generation and keyword extraction, as presented 
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in Figure 1, the first method keywords are generated or assigned from a controlled dictionary, 

made from a predefined taxonomy keywords, then the documents are categorized into classes 

according to their content. On the second method, keywords are extracted from the document 

and must be, priori declared in text, in this technique words are analyzed in order to 

determinate and grade the most representative keywords, usually exploring the source 

properties (Beliga et. al, 2015; Papagiannopoulou & Tsoumakas, 2019). 

Figure 1. Automatic keyword indexing. Source: Own elaboration. 

Citing Papagiannopoulou & Tsoumakas (2019, p. 1-2) “unsupervised methods are popular 

because they are domain independent and do not need labelled training data, i.e. manual 

extraction of the key phrases, which comes with subjectivity issues as well as significant 

investment in time and money. Supervised methods on the other hand, have more powerful 

modelling capabilities and typically achieve higher accuracy than the unsupervised ones 

according to previous studies”.  The disadvantage of supervised techniques is the need for a 

controlled predefined taxonomy keywords, the quality of the training corpus will influence the 

outputs. 

Simple Statistical 

This approach is a clean technique for classifying the principal keywords and key expressions 

within a text, can be based 4 methods: word frequency, N-gram statistics, TF-IDF (stands for 

term frequency- inverse document frequency), RAKE (Rapid Automatic Keyword Extraction). 

Word frequency 

Word frequencies perform a list of keyword or combined keyword (phrases) and evaluates the 

number of findings in a current analysis, based on statistic (count formula). This approach is 

useful for recognizing persistent terms, and assist categorization established per article or 

established on a controlled dictionary. Do not pre setup teaching how the computer should 

isolate and extract the relevant keywords, which is an advantage because master’s theses have 

uncertain keyword location among all text. Conversely, phrases and linguistic can be rejected, 

which for our propose (keyword extraction) is not so relevant. On the other hand, this approach 

transforms the text as tokens ‘bag of words’, removing grammar, structure and phare meaning. 
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Nevertheless, this can be suitable for a numberless of objectives, locating the major disputes in 

customer service, highlight topics and interests. 

N-gram statistics 

An N-gram is an N-character slice of a longer string, we will use the underscore character (“_”) 

to represent space.) consequently, the word “theses” would be composed of the following N-

grams: ● bi- grams: _T, TH, HE, ES, SI, IS, S_; ● tri-grams: _TH, THE, HES, ESI, SIS, IS_; ● quad-

grams: _THE, THES, HESI, ESIS, SIS_, … In general, a string of length k, padded with blanks, 

will have k +1 bi- grams, k +1 tri-grams, k  +1 quad-grams, and so on (Cavnar & Trenkle, 2001). 

N-gram models assigns probabilities to the sequences of words, using big data. Are generally 

used in speech recognition, statistical natural language processing and sequences of 

phonemes. 

TF-IDF 

TF-IDF stands for term frequency-inverse document frequency, is a technique to quantify how 

important a word is to a document in a collection or text corpus, measuring the weight 

(importance) for each word in the document. Throughout TF, all tokens (words) are considered 

equally important, therefore, stop words and certain terms, such as verbs may appear 

highlighted but have minor importance for keyword generating, consequently we need to 

rectify the importance, ponder the weigh to down for frequent terms in contrast increase the 

weight for relevant terms (inverse), by using controlled dictionaries. This will be performed by 

counting the term frequency of all words and matches those with the inverse word frequency, 

how unique that token is in the corpus. Multiplying these two measures we obtain a TF-IDF 

score for that precise word, low results represent not pertinent keywords, higher score point 

that word(s) as relevant. TD-IDF algorithms have numerous of applications in machine learning, 

search engines use them to return the “best” query, to score sites and perform rankings of 

importance. 

Rapid Automatic Keyword Extraction (RAKE) 

RAKE is an unsupervised, domain-independent, and language-independent method for 

extracting keywords from individual documents use mutually word frequency and word degree 

to assign keywords, employing stop words and tokens to analyse candidate keywords. RAKE 

initiates keyword extraction on a corpus by parsing its text into a set of candidate keywords. 

First, the document text is split into tokens, then split into sequences of contiguous words at 

phrase delimiters and stop word positions. Words within a sequence are assigned the same 

position in the text and together are considered a candidate keyword. After every candidate 

keyword is classified, a score is calculated for each candidate keyword and defined as the sum 

of its member word scores, evaluating several metrics for calculating word weight / importance 

(word frequency or the word degree or the ratio of degree to frequency) for each keyword 

candidate (Rose et al., 2010; Papagiannopoulou & Tsoumakas, 2019). If two candidate words 

emerge jointly, more than twice, a different keyword is added to the candidate list, combining 

that string together and a new weight will be generated. 

RAKE is based on assumption that text comprehend multiple punctuation or stop words with 

minimum lexical meaning, these stop works (e.g.: is, not, that, there, are, can, you, with, of, 

those, after, all, one) are removed from the corpus and considered to be meaningless. 

Therefore, is important to analyse deeply the stop words, and how RAKE handle with it, 

because can misrepresent the candidate keyword by removing the borderer stop word, 

transforming the brand “just jeans” into “jeans”. 
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Linguistic 

This technique uses lexical analysis, syntactic analysis, morphological examination and/or 

syntactic information (part-of-speech or the associations between words in a dependency 

grammar representation of sentences) to select which keywords should be designated. Is more 

computationally intensive and require extended grammar expertise. 

Graph-based 

A text is a set of multiple sentences (represented in figure 2 by the circle symbol), each 

sentences have multiple words (represented by square symbol), subsequently it is possible to 

convert all text into words, and words to points or vectors (word vectorization), by doing this 

we will map words in space and further we can associate words with similar meanings or 

representations, using third based solution such as word2vec. The basic concept is to 

determinate candidates’ keywords from the nodes generated by the graph. 

Figure 2. Graph-based. Source: Ying, Yan, Qingping, Tan, Qinzheng, Xie, Ping, Zeng & Panpan, Li. (2017, 

p. 250). 

Supervised 

The supervised method improves the extraction by controlling the dataset, the most popular 

supervised techniques were presented by Turney (2000) or Witten et al. (1999), combining 

control keywords to documents. Some studies have addressed the uses of keywords in users’ 

catalogue searches (Ansari, 2005; Voorbij, 1998) and the effects of using them with control 

keywords (Strader, 2009). Nevertheless, there is insufficiency research concerning the effect of 

using unrestricted authors keywords and the efficiency of the retrieval (Gil-Leiva & Alonso-

Arroyo, 2007). 

For Strader, the discussion involving author keywords and controlled vocabularies is framed 

how new controlled terms can be indexed, keywords can be inputted as controlled terms 

instructions, but could affect the maintenance of controlled vocabularies such as Library of 

Congress Subject Headings (LCSH) and the principles of literary warrant. 

Gross and Taylor (in Strader, 2009) worked one a different approach, using users’ searches 

transaction logs of to analyze if controlled vocabulary delivers supplementary keywords and 

subsequently improves both recall and precision in keyword searches of a catalog, findings 

indicated an increase of up to 30 percent in the recall of relevant documents using controlled 

vocabulary. 

An obstacle for better precision is related with researchers, and often editorial teams when they 

assign inaccurate keywords to optimize indexing and retrieval (Gil-Leiva & Alonso-Arroyo, 

2007). NLP - Natural language processing could minimize the abuse or replace automatically 

some keywords. 
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NPL is a subfield of linguistics and artificial intelligence focus on the interactions between AI 

and human language, it can calculates distributional semantics based on the assumption that 

linguistic items with similar distributions have similar meanings, delivery speed and permanent 

indexing updates, based on current trends or users’ searches transaction logs, while removing 

errors and human analytical costs (Moskovitch, Martins, Behiri, Weiss & Shahar 2007), and has 

been revealed to be effective in identifying significant documents even in challenging with 

controlled vocabularies (Yousefi et al., 2019) even though limited application use NLP (Liddy, 

2001). 

Semi-supervised 

Decong Li et al. (2010) defined a semi-supervised technique, called keyphrase, making an 

assumption that the title of document reproduces the main content of the document and 

therefore, based on that postulation, keywords should be generated with close semantics to 

the title. Keyphrase extraction is achieved by estimating the sentence importance in the 

semantic network, then the weight of the title phrases correlates to the main keywords 

iteratively. A machine learning approaches can be labelled as semi-supervised approach, 

depending on the level of training, if researchers use predefined taxonomy or assign controlled 

text with keywords to their dataset documents. The keyword extraction model can be induced 

using machine learning algorithms: SVM (Support Vector Machines), C4.5, Naïve Bayes. 

METHODOLOGY 

The methodology used in the article combined web scraping for obtain the source of the data, 

then NPL techniques based on semi-supervised approach, combining RAKE with controlled 

dictionary. 

Web scraping is a technique to extract and collect external data in a systematic way, in such 

process, a web bot agent to reproduce human interaction, collecting data during the browsing 

process. In 2016, the web traffic originated by web bots constitutes more than a half (51.8%) of 

the total web traffic, on way to prevent this, is thru recaptcha system where humans need to 

prove they really humans, identifying match images or decipher hard to read text. 

There are available, online, different web scraping code, normally based on third-party libraries 

which grant access to the client site (data source) by implementing the client side of the HTTP 

protocol, Glez-Peña (2013) identified libcurl as one of the most popular site access libraries, 

MechanizeWeb automation module for PERL, the Apache HttpClient package for JAVA and 

BeautifulSoup for Phyton. 

Manual browsing is an option too, but browsing is time-consuming, and is prone to miss 

valuable details. 

For this research, CG enterprise web-scraping software was used, due to is visual performance 

and because is more dynamic, fast to implement and has strong error handling features. Our 

scraping cycle went through four stages. First, we designed a web scraping agent to capture 

the full theses’ data, afterwards establishing which information from institutional repository of 

the University of São Paulo (https://teses.usp.br/teses) should be collected, thus delimiting the 

authentication rules for each data. Second, we did some debugs to analyse the efficiency and 

how the agent was performing the crawl, and if all data were structured on the correct fields, 

after adjustments on XPath, CSS-Selectors and REGEX code, we run the spider for several days 

to scrap the entire library, extracting only theses from 2001 to 2019 simulating a human 

behaviour, e.g.: scrolls, mouse click, etc. Finally, the data was stored into a MySQL database 

and used as source material. 

We decided to a designed an approach combining RAKE with a controlled dictionary, 
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consequently, become a semi-supervised technique, domain restricted and language oriented 

extracting tool. This strategy took advantage of RAKE features and procedures and decreased 

uncontrolled outputs. 

RESULTS 

Results from step 1.1: Scraping master theses 

We decided to scrap the digital Library of Theses and Dissertations of the University of São 

Paulo (https://teses.usp.br), extracting 95% of all master's theses published between 2001 and 

2019, and available in the institutional repository (table 1). This task was performed in May of 

2019 and collected a sample of 48.501 theses. Over 1 million records were stored, e.g.: dates, 

keywords, subjects, authors, e-mail, DOI, statistics and PDF. 

Table 1. Theses distribution. Source: Own elaboration. 

 

Results from step 1.2: Filtering and label 

Supervised methods oblige, previous training data, and are frequently dependent on the 

subject domain. The algorithm must re-learn and establish new correlations after the 

knowledge are modify (Litvak, 2011). The foremost keywords used on pharmacy theses, should 

not be related with accountability, for example. Therefore, after obtaining all raw material, the 

authors filter the data using a SQL Select command to disclose all theses nonrelated, for this 

stage, the authors could select knowledge area, already provided by University of São Paulo in 

which aggregate all theses on 850 topics or choose the 74 university departments / schools, or 

else combine both. We decided to select, the second method only, filtering by departments 

(excluding Polytechnic School*). 
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Table 2. Departments. Source: Own elaboration. 

Results from step 2.1: Create a dictionary of keywords 

Using scraping techniques, another time, we created an external list of control keywords to 

function as dictionary, a different source was selected, to avoid running previous keywords on 

the original documents. For this proposed, we did use the digital Library of Theses and 

Dissertations of the University of Federal de Santa Catarina (https://repositorio.ufsc.br), this 

extraction was made in December of 2020 (table 3). 

Table 3. Dictionary font. Source: Own elaboration. 

 

Results from step 2.2: Categorizing keywords and associating 

Subsequently we associate the keywords (step 2.1) with the departments (step 1.2), restricting 

the domain, as defined by the literature review. For example, administration keywords 

(obtained from dc.subject.classification) were used for College of Economics, Administration 

and Accounting & Ribeirão Preto College of Economics, Administration and Accounting. 

Results from step 3.1: Tokenize all text 

Tokenization is the act of splitting up a text into stings such as words, keywords, phrases, 

symbols and other elements called tokens. Tokens can be individual words, phrases or even 

whole sentences. In the process of tokenization, some characters like punctuation marks are 

discarded. 

Exemple: |The| |Brazilian| |retail| |sector| |is| |undergoing| |a| |major| |transformation| |process|, 

|in| |an| |environment| |of| |high| |competition| |and| |strong| |trend| |of| |multichannel| 

|performance|,  |with| |the| |emergence| |of| |new| |technologies| |and| |observation| |of| 
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|changes| |in| |consumer| |behavior| 

Results from step 3.2: Converting all words to the lower case 

While tokenizing documents, we may encounter similar words but in different cases, eg: upper 

‘CASE’ or lower ‘case’ or title ‘Case’. While the word case is common, different tokens will be 

generated for them. This increases the size of vocabulary and consequently the dimension of 

generated word vectors. 

Results from step 3.3: Remove special characters and stopwords from the text 

Stopwords are the words that do not contain much information about text like ‘is’, ‘a’, ’the and 

many more’, includes removing language articles, pronouns and prepositions such as “and”, 

“the” or “to” in English. In this process some very common words that appear to provide little 

or no value to the NLP objective are filtered and excluded from the text to be processed, hence 

removing widespread and frequent terms that are not informative about the corresponding 

text. 

Exemple: |brazilian| |retail| |sector| |undergoing| |major| |transformation| |process|, 

|environment| |high| |competition| |strong| |trend| |multichannel| |performance|, |emergence| 

|new| |technologies| |observation| |changes| |consumer| |behavior| 

Global results from step 4. 

We perform the analysis, on ten theses from administration department, and ten random 

theses from other departments. In each document we determined new candidates for 

keywords, based on their score, the top five T candidate keywords were selected. In 65% of the 

thesis the authors keywords matched the candidates. 

DISCUSSION & CONCLUSION 

In this work, we projected a hybrid (semi-supervised) keyword extraction method for thesis 

based on web scraping and NPL, combining RAKE with controlled dictionary keywords. We 

employed recent deep learning models. The present research has some constraints. First, the 

categorization of the theses was based on the department, therefore we are restricting 

students’ thesis area base on the department main knowledge area. Second, the Portuguese 

stop words available on github is very limited, therefore we used a personalized version, created 

for this research, nevertheless is more complete there are, still, many limitations (revealed on 

the debugs), however, we were constantly upgrading our stop words list, in each round, but is 

impossible to apply for all documents, in this phase. Third, there isn’t a precise control keyword 

list, so thesis authors mistreat or misrepresent the keyword (Terra et. al, 2020). Fourth, the 

current hybrid extraction model did not perform full accuracy. It will be impossible, because 

keywords change with time, nevertheless, according to our analyze based on administrator 

thesis, it demonstrated high (> 80%) accuracy. Fifth, we should use a key expert panel, per area, 

to define the accuracy rate. 

The proposed semi-supervised keyword extraction model for thesis was validated through 

performance author and personal comparison, showed a 65% level of matching previous author 

keyword and has a significant accuracy. 
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